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CARSTEN KRETSCHMANN, Räume öffnen sich: Naturhistorische Mu -
seen im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts, Wissenskultur und gesell -
schaft licher Wandel, 12 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2006), 365 pp.
ISBN 978 3 05 004202 2. EUR 59.80

Like so many cultural institutions that still attract large numbers of
people today, natural history museums came into existence during
the nineteenth century. With their numerous exhibits ranging from
rocks to fossils to stuffed animals and, in some cases, to the material
artifacts of what were formerly known as ‘primitive societies’, they
served (and still do serve) as sites of knowledge production and dis-
semination. Their appeal to the public derives from an impulse to
learn that is sometimes coupled with a desire to experience mild
forms of revulsion. Carsten Kretschmann examines how, from the
late eighteenth to the early twentieth century, German natural histo-
ry museums popularized scientific knowledge in a society searching
for new forms of orientation in a period of multiple dynamic and fre-
quently unsettling transformations. In particular, he traces the gene-
sis, growth, and management of collections; he also analyses particu-
lar display practices and charts changes in the social composition of
visitors.

Kretschmann concentrates on four case studies that illustrate the
diversity of Germany’s museum landscape. In Karlsruhe, a small
museum emerged from several courtly collections dating from the
eighteenth century. The Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin, on the
other hand, had its origins in an anthology of specimens that the new
university used for teaching purposes. The Senckenberg Museum in
Frankfurt highlights how civic initiatives furthered an institution
devoted to natural history that owed its existence to a tightly knit net-
work of local associations. Ethnographic objects, trade commodities
from far-flung places, and specimens from the natural world, mean-
while, formed the foci of collections in Bremen, whose heterogeneous
Museum für Natur- Völker- und Handelskunde grew out of the local
natural history society. No matter whether these institutions owed
their existence to civic or state initiatives, one theme runs prominent-
ly through their nineteenth-century histories: they chronically lacked
money, a fact that manifested itself in the cramped, shabby condi-
tions in which many objects were kept. Collections may have
expanded vastly through trading contacts, exchanges, gifts, and pur-
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chases, but they moved to representative surroundings bespeaking
pride of possession only towards the century’s end, when museums
came to be housed in ostentatious edifices.

The collections of objects from far and near had several purposes.
In addition to trumpeting their credentials as places for individual
self-cultivation, natural history museums promoted themselves as
institutions generating useful knowledge not least by advancing
scholarly and scientific inquiries. Most importantly, however, advo-
cates drew on widespread idealistic notions of Bildung and claimed
that studying nature furthered a ‘firm belief in an all-encompassing
divine spirit that abides by immutable laws’ (p. 71). As these mu -
seums positioned themselves as public institutions of Bildung, the
question arose as to for whom these establishments were being main-
tained. Before the last third of the nineteenth century, it was the
upper and solid middle classes that visited displays. Often, they took
to museums on public holidays, turning tours into ‘festive occasions’
for the family (p. 127). Kretschmann notes that the collections were
not necessarily the sole draw. Towards the century’s close, the new
sumptuous buildings with their ornate, light-filled courtyards, bal-
conies, and broad staircases functioned as lavish stages for social
interaction and representation on the part of the visitors. Moreover,
museums promised ‘mass experiences’ by bringing together large
numbers of people as well as by thrilling visitors through the pletho-
ra of objects on display.

Strategies of display increasingly occupied museum managers
from the mid-nineteenth century onwards. First of all, museum staff
faced the challenge of presenting ever-expanding collections for the
benefit of a public that was only vaguely acquainted with recent sci-
entific findings. Some shows suffered from considerable and pro-
tracted neglect, leaving exhibits covered in dust and without labels.
To deal with difficulties of display arising from an overabundance of
artefacts, curators began to organize the bulk of objects into study
collections, which researchers could consult. These remained sepa-
rate from display collections that began to introduce the public to a
select range of objects in the 1880s. The various museums adopted
different approaches to educate their audiences through their display
collections. Berlin’s natural history museum opted for a rather dry
taxonomical display that reflected predominant scientific classifica-
tion schemes. By contrast, the Senckenberg Museum in Frankfurt
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offered ‘a historical tour of life forms’ (p. 219) from single-cell organ-
isms to mammals accentuated by visual highlights including ‘star’
objects and ensembles such as a gorilla and a lion family. The
Senckenberg Museum aimed to tell stories, an approach that proved
considerably more successful in attracting visitors. In 1907, 75,000
people visited the Senckenberg Museum while the collection in
Berlin attracted fewer than 60,000 visitors annually. The star among
the museums Kretschmann considers was the one in Bremen with its
mix of natural history, ethnography, and trade commodities: it
counted over 240,000 annual visitors before the Great War. 

The changing composition of visitors was the second factor that
made museum directors rethink their exhibitions. With the consoli-
dation of an industrial society, urban workers began to take advan-
tage of the fact that they could enter natural history museums for
free. Museum staff took into consideration the educational back-
grounds of these new visitors. The circumstance that workers’ cul-
tural expectations were shaped by a developing commercial mass
culture also left an imprint on display practices seeking to instruct
and entertain. According to Kretschmann, the growing attendance of
workers indirectly imported a predilection for the spectacular into
museum displays, rendering collections more accessible. While it
remains unclear how workers assessed the glass cases full of rocks,
shells, stuffed animals, and, in Bremen, ethnographic objects, muse-
um officials seized the opportunity to portray their institutions as
educational establishments that, by attracting working-class patrons,
supported broader efforts at social reform and thus contributed to
defusing social tensions.

Kretschmann’s book provides intriguing insights into the devel-
opment of museum practices throughout the nineteenth century.
This is a conscientious book whose author forbids himself unsub-
stantiated speculations on subjects such as audience reactions when
his source material yields no convincing clues. As the work’s
strength rests in its painstaking reconstruction of a host of biogra-
phies and institutional transformations, it would have benefited from
a more assertive conceptual approach. While Kretschmann retraces
convincingly how natural history museums characterized them-
selves as institutions of Bildung, he does not fully explore to what
extent these claims were accepted outside museum circles. The dis-
cussion conducted in Bremen’s educational ministry about which
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schools were allowed to include museum visits in their curricula
could have been employed to pursue this issue further. What does it
say about the status of a natural history museum as well as science in
general when the local Gymnasium was banned from making a day at
the natural history museum a part of its curriculum while the Volks -
schulen were encouraged to do just that? 

Moreover, Kretschmann’s enticing suggestion that natural history
museums offered epistemic orientation for a society undergoing
rapid transformation remains regrettably isolated in the introduction
and conclusion. Had it been integrated more consistently and more
concretely into the analysis, this theme could have provided a very
fruitful approach, since much of the knowledge that natural history
museums embody has been subject to fundamental critiques in
recent work on cultural and ecological imperialism. Of course, the
point is not to replicate such inquiries against one’s own instincts,
and Kretschmann seems to have a good deal of sympathy for the
institutions that he studies. Still, it is not sufficient to skirt around a
large body of work that has posed problems to the history of nine-
teenth-century scientific knowledge in general and natural history
museums in particular in recent years. Here, Kretschmann misses an
opportunity to challenge, or to push forward, existing inquiries. As a
result, the reader of this book abounding with empirical findings
sometimes feels like some visitors to nineteenth-century natural his-
tory museums may well have done: intrigued, but also, at times, a lit-
tle lost amid a mass of interesting details and facts.

BERNHARD RIEGER teaches European history at University
College London. He is the author of Technology and the Culture of
Modernity in Britain and Germany, 1890–1945 (2005) and is currently
working on a global history of the Volkswagen Beetle.
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